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	Author Field: Scott Stuart
	Illustrator Field: Scott Stuart
	Grade Field: K - 3
	Story Summary Field: A beautifully written rhyming story that touches on the subjects of gender identity, self acceptance, equality and diversity. Inspired by the author's own little boy, the main character likes princesses, fairies and things "not for boys." He soon learns (through the support of his dad) that everyone has a shadow that they sometimes feel they need to hide. This is an important book for a new generation of children (and adults alike) which exemplifies the concepts of unconditional love, respect and positive parenting.
	Teachers Notes Field: 
	W Star: Yes
	I Star: Off
	T Star: Yes
	Resource Field: Read aloud at www.youtube.com/watch?v=53ipg9ImrPU
	T Star 2: Off
	Question Box: 
	Page 2: 1 - Look at the book cover. Describe the main character's shadow. How do you think the boy feels about his shadow?2 - If your shadow could be any colour, what colour would you like it to be?
	Page 3: 1 - What are some other things (besides ponies, pink toys, princesses and fairies) that are considered "not for boys"? 2 - Are some things considered "not for girls"? If so, what are they?3 - Are these things truly only for boys or for girls or can anyone be interested in them? 4 - Why does the shadow stop spinning, sparkling & twirling when Dad walks in?5 - Why does the boy feel sad that his shadow doesn't match his dad's?6 - Can you spot something that is the same between the boy and his dad's appearance? 
	Page 4: 1 - How does the dad make his son feel better?2 - Why was the dad afraid when his son decided to put on a dress for the first day of school?3 - Why do all the kids stare and go quiet when the boy walks into class on the first day wearing a dress?4 - Lots of people in the boy's family have a shadow that looks and acts different from what they look like. How is each different? 5 - Have you ever wished to be "like all of the others" but felt different? 6 - What WITS strategy did the boy use at his school?7 - What WITS strategy could you use if everyone stared at you and you felt very different and alone? 

	Activities Box: 
	Page 2: Draw a picture of yourself and colour in a shadow in your favorite colour and doing your favorite activity. 
	Page 3: Draw a picture of what you would wear and what your shadow would dress up as on a first day of school. Is your shadow wearing something different from you? Why? 
	Page 4: Make a collageCut out pictures from a magazine or old books that show things that you are interested in that others might not know about. Glue onto a piece of paper entitled "My inner most me".Option; discuss as a class, what does your "inner most you" mean? 

	Book Title pg 1 Field: My Shadow is Pink
	Book Cover: 


